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The Toughest R/C  Planes Ever!

5376 Amalfi Drive, Clay, NY  13041 www.tufflight.com

Items Included in kit:
Foam Parts:

(1) “right” EPP wing core in 11” x 16”shucks
(1) “left” EPP wing core in 11” x 16”shucks
(1) 3/16” x 11” x 16” EPP tail feathers sheet
(1) 1/4” x 8” x 16” pre cut EPP cowl parts sheet
(5) pre cut cellfoam rear fuselage pieces

Misc:
(1) 0.015” printed plastic parts sheet
(1) 0.030” plastic parts sheet
(1) 0.003” x 1/2” plastic hinge reinforcement
(3) 3/8”sq x 2” machined balsa motor mounts
(1) coffee stirrer” push rod guide
~10 feet kevlar thread
Velcro fasteners

Fuselage Frame:
(1) 0.196 x 4” pre-drilled carbon front boom tube
(1) 0.375” x 21” pre-drilled carbon boom tube
(2) 0.080” x 11” fiberglass LG strut rods
(1) 0.080” x 8” fiberglass rod
(1) 0.125” x 15-1/4" carbon elevator axle tube
(1) 0.125” x 8-1/2" carbon rudder axle tube

Hardware:
(2) Dubro micro EZ links
(4) Dubro mini EZ connectors
(2) Dubro mini lite wheels
(2) 1” brass axle sleeves
(1) 0.039” x 36” wire
(1) 0.032” x 36” wire
(3) #2 sheet metal screws
(3) small zip ties
(2) O-rings for prop saver mount

This Instruction Manual
Rev 3.2

Hello, and thanks for buying the 4D-Lite!  Whether you’ve just entered the exciting world of radio control and 3D
flying, or you’re a seasoned veteran, the 4D-Lite is the perfect combination of agility, durability, versatility and value for the
electric indoor/outdoor flyer.

Caution: The 4D-Lite can be a very agile performer, and requires care in setup and operation.  Please obey
manufacturer’s safety rules for your motor, propeller and battery.  Lithium polymer (lipo) batteries are ideal for
this plane.  Charge lipo batteries ONLY with a lithium capable charger according to battery instructions.

The CG location is 4-3/4” from the leading edge.  Move rearward as desired for easier 3D

While you may be tempted to fly close to yourself, please practice in a safe manner.

Please read and understand the instructions before starting to build.  We recommend joining the AMA and
following the AMA safety code.  Call 1 (800) I- FLY-AMA for more details.

We assume no responsibility for how you use your plane.  That said, let's get started!

Amazing 3D capability
-plus-

Outstanding Durability

LiteWingspan: 32"
Length: 31"
Flying Weight: 9.75 oz
Motor:  GWS 350 D or

Himax 2808-1160
brushless outrunner

Radio: 4 channels
Servos: 3
Wing Area: 286 sq in
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Items needed to complete:
Equipment:

GWS 350 D or Himax 2808-1160 Brushless motor
(or  equivalent which accepts
 3/8”sq stick mount)

Motor heat sink for GWS 350 (if applicable)
micro 4 channel radio receiver
10-15A micro electronic speed control (ESC)

Ex : For Brushed Motors:
Blue Bird SDC-10AN

       For Brushless Motors:
             Castle Creations Phoenix 10

700 mAH - 830 mAH Lithium polymer battery
 capable of 7 to 10 A continuous draw,

 burst to 13A
3 servos: Blue Bird 306 6 g or equivalent

 having 12 oz*in torque.
Parts:
   props :

For GWS 350 D : 11 x 3.8 Slo Flyer
For Himax 2808-1160  : 10 x 3.8 Slo Flyer
connectors for your chosen ESC and battery
solder (if needed for connectors)
shrink tube (if needed for solder joints)

Adhesives:
foam safe medium CA
non foam safe medium /thick CA (optional)
thin CA (optional)
CA accelerator (kicker) -- used to hasten cure of CA

 glue, applied with a spray bottle to glued area
plastic wrap or baggie to protect your fingers from glue

 while you clamp various parts
scotch tape
masking tape

Helpful Tools:
40 grit sandpaper on block

(available at auto finishing stores
 and Sears)

hobby knife / utility knife
scrap of sheet rock as a “cutting board”
soldering iron
“hemostat type” pliers
drafting square
Phillips head screwdriver
straight screwdrivers
long nose pliers
wire cutters
Drill with 1/4”, 1/8”, 1/16”  bits
Dremel Tool
razor saw
felt tip pen
ruler/straight edge
scissors
flat building table, at least 3 ft long
your choice of lightweight finish:

magic markers, dope, or lightweight paint
airbrush (recommended)

Notes on Conventions:
References to “Left”, “Right”, “Front” and “Rear” are

assumed to be from a “pilot’s” point of view as though (s)he
were sitting in the cockpit.  Please keep this in mind when
viewing pictures in the construction steps.  The “Leading Edge”
of a part is the “front” edge, and is often abbreviated as “LE”.
The “Trailing Edge” is the “rear” edge and usually abbrevi-
ated “TE”.  The “Fuselage” is the “body” of the plane and is
often called “Fuse” (rhymes with “loose”) for shorthand.
Landing gear is often abbreviated as “LG.” These are com-
mon terms in R/C modeling.  “Top” or “Bottom” are as you
would expect, with the plane sitting or flying upright.   A “root”
edge of something is near the fuselage and is usually bigger
than the “tip” which is furthest away.   The total length of a
wing is the “span.” A wing usually has a “spar” at the thick-
est part running the entire span of the wing.

Notes on Servo setup and control
sensitivity:

We supply Blue Bird 306 servos in our deluxe kits, and
these instructions show their installation and use.  The sup-
plied control horn dimensions assume the builder will use the
outermost holes in the Blue Bird servo arms as pictured to
give 3D throws-- about 40 degrees of aileron, 50 degrees of
elevator and rudder travel.  This is how we set up our per-
sonal planes and what we use for the aerobatics featured in
our videos.

When first flying a plane set up for 3D throws, a com-
mon reaction is, “This plane is twitchy”!  That’s a good thing
for an expert pilot, but it may be difficult at first.  If you desire
a more docile plane, simply move the EZ-connectors to a hole
location closer to the servo arm screw.  Do NOT limit the
throw using the radio!  It’s always best to do this mechani-
cally.

Conversely, if you want more excitement, then go with 3
cell packs.  We recommend staying with the maximum con-
trols of 50 degrees as stated, as this seems to be a generally
accepted standard for 3D setup.  Experiment if you like, but
at least try the plane the way we recommend first.  It may
save us both some headache.

  This plane survives a lot of abuse, so don’t be afraid to
explore the limits.  Keep in mind the potential for control
surface flutter exists with radical throws if the plane is
flown fast, so be sure to manage your throttle accord-
ingly.  We recommend APC or GWS electric “slo flyer” pro-
pellers having a maximum pitch of 4”to help better control the
speed and give great thrust.

If you’ve never flown 3D before, we recommend you
reduce the control throws, and utilize exponential program-
ming on your transmitter if possible-- especially for the eleva-
tor.  We find 50% or more exponential is good to help tame a
twitchy elevator, but still allows great 3D authority.  Also con-
sult the CG notes at the end of this manual.
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Step 6: Test fit the carbon booms into the D1,
D2 holes.  Test L1, L2 holes with a glass rod.

Step 5: Bore out the holes in the D1, D2,
L1, L2 pieces using a hobby knife.

Step 4: Drill the holes as indicated on the
sheets.  Be sure to use correct sizes.

Step 2: Prick/punch the indicated holes in the
0.015” sheet in preparation for drilling.

Step 1: Gather parts and tools

Step 3: Make “drills” from 0.039” and 0.032”
wire.  File a 3/4” piece of wire for each.

Step 7: Cut out D1, D2 and ribs with
scissors.

Step 8: Cut the 0.030” template from manual
center.  Apply dabs of glue to stars as shown

Step 9: Apply the 0.030” plastic sheet to
the glued paper template as shown..

Step 10: Punch and drill the holes as
indicated, again note the drill sizes.

Make plastic sheet pieces

You’ll need :  0.015”, 0.030” plastic sheets
a drill, pin vise or dremel tool,
supplied 0.039”and 0.032” wire,
hobby knife, scissors, metal file, wire cutters
1/8” drill bit, scratch awl/small punch
carbon fuselage boom, long nose pliers

Don’t confuse the
0.039 and 0.032 drill
sizes!

(you will also need a
1/8” drill bit)

Don’t Make the
holes too big!

D1: 0.296”
D2: 0.196”
L1,L2: 0.080”

The 0.015” plastic
sheet is the thinner of
the two supplied
sheets and is printed.

Try not to smudge the
printing on the plastic
sheet
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Step 13: Now flex and snap the parts on
the score lines to separate the pieces.

Step 12: Trace over the labels with a pen
that won’t smudge.

work slowly and
carefully

long nose pliers
help in the small
corners

Step 11: Cut out all the pieces from the
0.030” sheet with hobby knife

Press just hard
enough to score
the plastic on
the outline

 you don’t need
to cut all the
way through it

A “Sharpie” fine
line pen is good
for this step

Step 15: Deburr both ends of all the rods
and tubes

be careful of
splinters!

Step 14: Gather parts and tools.

Start building the fuselage skeleton

You’ll need : ruler, marker, thin/medium CA, kicker,
hobby knife, 0.039” drill, square
masking tape, sandpaper, plastic wrap
carbon pieces, 0.039”wire, wire cutters
brass axle sleeves, kevlar thread

Step 16: scratch and shine up both brass
axle sleeves with sandpaper

Step 17: Insert axle tubes into the holes in
the boom centered as shown.

Step 18: Wrap kevlar thread in a “figure 8”
pattern around the tubes as shown.

Step 20: Repeat for other axle tube.

Step 19: Apply CA to the wrapped area and
kick the glue joint.  Trim thread with knife

About 3 complete
wraps is enough.

Sand / File the holes
in the boom if needed
for a tight fit.

If you do file the
holes, be careful to
keep the tubes
perpendicular!
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Step 26: Insert the wire into the boom as
shown

Step 25: Cut a piece of .0039” wire  1/2”
long.  Deburr the ends with sandpaper

Do NOT glue now!

This will be at the
front of the plane

Use the THICKER of
the two wire sizes
provided now

This piece is called
the ‘torque pin”

Step 21: Start to wrap kevlar thread around
one end of the 4” rod as shown.

Step 22: Wrap kevlar around the tube so it
covers 1” of the end as shown.

Step 23: Apply medium CA to the wrapped
area and kick the glue.  Trim extra thread.

Step 24: Test fit the wrapped tube into the
boom.  Sand if needed for a good fit.

Step 27: Twist the tube so the torque pin is
aligned according to diagram below

Step 28: Disassemble and apply glue.
Reinsert it like before using above diagram.

No Glue
Yet!

It’s ok if the kevlar
gets “furry” if you
sand it now.

Start at opposite end
from small hole!

Step 29: Gather parts and tools

Cut out tail feathers

You’ll need : ruler, marker, pencil
hobby knife
11”x16” x 3/16” foam sheet,
tail templates
cutting surface

(sheet rock scraps are good)

After this step,
remove the torque
pin and save for
later
reinstallation

The 1” kevlar section
is inside
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Step 35: Reapply the rudder template and
poke holes at the axle ends as shown

Step 34: Cut along the outline with a sharp
hobby knife

Step 33: Lay them on the foam sheet as
shown and trace around them with marker

Step 32: Cut out the tail feather templates

Step 31: Peel away the spider webs Step 36: Repeat for other end of rudder
axle

Step 37: Now carefully slice through the
template along the rib lines as shown

Step 38: Now mark the axle location for the
elevator pieces

Step 39: Mark the other ends similar to how
you did the rudder

The tail templates are
at the center of the
manual

Detach them by pulling
them out so you can cut
them easier

Make sure the “dot”
from the marker is
visible on the foam
after you poke
through the template

If not, darken it more

Use a ruler to get it the
slits straight

Don’t cut all the way to
the edges!

A SHARP knife is best
for this step

repeat for both
elevator pieces

Use a ruler to
guide your knife
for the straight
lines

WATCH YOUR
FINGERS!

Step 30: Carefully separate center tail
feathers sheet from shucks.
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Step 42: Connect the elevator marks also

Step 41: Draw a line on the rudder LEFT
side as shown connecting the axle marks

Step 43: If you wish to paint the tail parts,
now is a convenient time.  Gather supplies.

Optional -- Paint tail pieces

You’ll need : hobby knife,  cutting surface,
tail templates, tape
Paint, airbrush,
spray adhesive

Step 46: Flip the mask over, and spray
lightly with spray adhesive.

Step 47: Apply sticky side to tail piece as
shown.

Step 48: Spray the inside color into the
pattern as shown.

Step 49: Spray the outside color as shownStep 44: Tape slits in the tail templates so
you can use them for paint masks.

Step 45: Cut out pattern with hobby knife.
Separate the negative for use as a mask.

You can use the “flame”
pattern printed on our
template, or draw your
own design.

3M77 is a good
adhesive to use for a
temporary bond here

The flames we make
normally have 2 colors,
an “inside” and
“outside” color.

Experiment to get the
results you like.

Use a small spray
pattern and stay close
to the edges to get a
nice fading effect here

Step 40: Slice the elevator ribs where
shown on the template
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Step 57: Glue all the ribs to the elevator pieces
with CA as you did the rudder.

Step 56: Insert the elevator ribs like you did
the rudder.

View of the LEFT
elevator half BOTTOM

Note the control horn
position. The RIGHT
half does not have this
horn -- only a rib

Step 53: Push the rudder axle tube into the
holes, and through the brass sleeve as shown

Step 52: Fit the rudder ribs into the slits with
the holes over the axle position

Step 55: Now glue the ribs in place with
thin/medium CA and kicker.

Step 54: Carefully glue the 0.030” plastic
parts to the AXLE ONLY with thick CA

the ribs are numbered
in order from top to
bottom to help you
place them in the
correct position

Don’t glue yet!

The two 0.030” parts are on either
side of the brass axle sleeve

Don’t GET GLUE INSIDE THE
AXLE SLEEVE! (use thic CA)

Use plastic wrap under rudder to
protect table from glue

Be sure parts are flat
against the table and
there are no gaps in the
foam joints

Thin CA is easier to use
here, but can be messy if
you use too much!

Step 51: Gather Parts and tools

Continue Tail parts assembly

You’ll need : Foam tail pieces, clear plastic ribs
medium/ thick CA, kicker
axles, square
plastic wrap

 The elevator sits upside
down and flipped
forward  on the table
with the ribs up.

Slide plastic wrap under
the whole assembly.
Don’t glue anything yet!

Use this diagram to
perform the next step

Insert the 15-1/4”
elevator axle tube
through the ribs and
brass sleeve in the boom

Hang the rudder off the
edge of the table as
shown.

Use THICK CA on the
ribs next to the brass
axle sleeve (Don’t get
any inside the sleeve!)

Step 50: Remove pattern and admire your
work!  Repeat for other tail parts as desired.

The first time you do
this you won’t believe
how easy it is to get
great results!
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Step 60: Cut four 3/4” pieces from the
coffee stirrer stick

Step 61: sand the pieces to roughen them
slightly

these pieces will be
push rod wire guides

Step 59: Gather Parts and tools

Continue Fuselage: Install push rods and guides

You’ll need : ruler, marker, medium CA, kicker,
hobby knife, quick links
scotch tape, sandpaper, 40 grit sanding block
hemostat pliers, long nose pliers
0.032 wire, wire cutters, coffee stirrer

Step 63: Wrap the guides with a 1” piece of
scotch tape around the boom.

Step 62: Glue the rearmost guide to the
BOTTOM of the boom as shown

Push rod guide locations on boom

Use the diagram below
for locations

Medium/thick CA
works well here

Repeat for all 4 guides
using diagram below
for locations

Step 65: Deburr the ends of the wire with
sandpaper

Step 64: Cut a piece off the 0.032” wire to
19”.  This is the Rudder push rod.

now use the THINNER of
the two size wires
provided

Rudder Push rod = 19”
Elevator Push rod~ 16”

Step 58: Picture of finished tail with eleva-
tors flipped right side up
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Step 68: Insert the push rods through the
guide tubes

Step 69: Attach the elevator push rod to the
control horn with a quick link as shown.

Step 70: Attach rudder push rod similarly

Step 71: Push both push rods so the tail parts
move to extreme angles.  Secure temporarily
in this position by taping wires to boom.

Elevator push rod is
shorter than the rudder
push rod and does not
use the rearmost tube

use the same tube (right
vs left) on each guide so
the push rod wires won’t
cross

Step 67: Use template to finish bending the
push rod to the shape shown

Find this on the
template sheet in
the center of this
manual

repeat for elevator
push rod

Step 72: Without moving push rods (taped
to boom), bend up at slight angle as shown.

Step 73: Bend second slight angle as
shown.  You will adjust this later

Step 75: Carefully peel away the top foam
shuck to expose the wing “flaps” as shown

Important: Push rods
should move freely-- if
not, find cause of
binding and fix it!

Total travel should be
~50 degrees each way
from neutral

Place pliers just
forward of front guide
tube.

Careful not to crush
carbon boom!

Step 74: Gather parts and tools.

Assemble foam wing pieces

You’ll need :  left and right foam cores in the shucks
40 grit sandpaper on a block, ruler
marker, medium CA, kicker, marker
drafting square, SHARP hobby knife
wax paper or plastic wrap, paper towel

Don’t rip the foam!  Use
a knife to cut any
stubborn spots rather
than tear them.

If you DO tear the parts,
they are easily repaired
with CA glue.

Step 66: Make a 90 degree bend in one
end of the wire 1/4” long
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Step 76: Continue to bend and break away
the foam shuck as shown

Step 77: Draw a line on the root edge in the
spar center as shown.  Repeat for tip edge.

Step 78: With a long ruler aligned to marks,
slice through the flaps and into the spar

Step 79: Open the wing and remove center
pieces.  Don’t remove from bottom shuck yet.

Step 80: Carefully peel away any big “spider
webs” from the outside and inside surfaces.

Step 81: Spray kicker inside the bottom inside
front flap surface.  Don’t get kicker on the spar!

Step 82: Now spray kicker inside the
bottom rear flap surface. (not the spar).

Step 83: Flex open the flaps and apply medium
CA to the entire top of the spar as shown

Step 84: Press down the flaps and apply
pressure with a ruler for about 20 seconds

Step 85: Press down as shown and apply
medium CA to the exposed crack.

Leave the wing in place
on the “bottom” shuck
as shown.

You are actually
looking at the wing
bottom surface now.

The “root” edge is the
larger end of the wing.

The “tip” edge is the
smaller end.

Try to center the line on
the spar

Be sure the wing rests in the
shuck on a flat surface.

use a SHARP blade for this step!

Don’t worry about slicing too
deep -- as long as you completely
slice through both flaps

Cover the spar with
plastic wrap or wax
paper

Move wax
paper to
expose rear
flap, still
covering
spar

The flaps
should come
together in
perfectly
neat joint

Quickly work
your way down
the whole wing
surface

Quickly proceed
to the next step
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Step 86: Wipe away excess glue.  Spray
kicker onto joint and smooth as shown

Step 87: Now remove wing from bottom
shuck.  Clean any spider webs.

Step 88: Align wing root edges together as
shown and mark 1/8” from aileron edges

Step 89: Similarly, align tip edges and mark
1/8” on both ailerons as shown

Step 90: Now trim the ailerons to the marks
with a sharp knife on a cutting surface.

Step 91: Trim away 1-1/2” from each
aileron root edge as shown

Step 92: Stand up the wings on root edges
and check for squareness.  Sand as needed.

Step 93: Flex the ailerons back and LIGHTLY
sand any thick spots so they swing freely.

Step 94: Holding the wing up to a light will
show thick and thin spots on the hinge line

Step 95: Center boom on root edge and mark
locations as shown.  Repeat for other wing half

Use a paper towel to wipe
away excess glue.

Use your finger wrapped
in plastic wrap to smooth
joint after kicking the CA

Repeat all
wing steps
for other
wing half

Mark both
ailerons

Very little sanding will be
needed.

Careful not to sand the
thin spots. (see next step)

Sand only the bottoms as
shown
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Step 96: Slice “V” notches at lines as shown.
Test fit boom to determine notch sizes.  Boom
should fit halfway down into the notches.

Step 97: Test fit D1 and D2.  D1 goes on
rear of spar.

Step 98: Glue D1 and D2 in place -- only
halfway down as shown.

Step 101: Screw clear plastic aileron control
arm to top of aileron servo arm as shown

Step 102: clip the screws even with the
control arm bottom

Step 103: Install the ez connectors.  They
should rotate freely, but not wobble.

Use the center lines to
judge how  deep to place
D1 and D2.

You can also sight
through the holes and
notches from the rear or
front of the wing.

This is the left
wing half.

Don’t glue yet!

Step 100: Ream or drill out the servo arms
so the EZ connector pin fits well.

Step 99: Gather parts and tools Step 104: Hook up your radio, turn it on
and center all the trims

Step 105: Be sure your servo arms are
mounted 90 degrees to servo as shown

Prepare servos and install into wing

You’ll need : assembled  left and right wings
 ruler, medium CA, kicker,
marker, hobby knife, ez-connectors
 servos, servo arms, pliers
your radio TX, RX, battery, ESC
servo cutting paper templates

Clip servo arms for
elevator and rudder
servos.

Don’t make the holes too
big!
They should be 1/16”

you don’t need the
motor now

don’t forget to reinstall
servo screw if you need to
remove it to position arms
as shown

the rudder servo is shown

Install 2 screws -- one on each end of
the stock aileron servo arm.

This gives you the correct longer
dimension and offset do drive the
ailerons.
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Step 106: Cut out wing servo template

Step 107: Cut out aileron horn template

Step 108: Tape wing halves together as
shown.  Set dihedral to be flat (not critical).

Step 109: Align wing servo template to wing
bottom LE center as shown.

Step 110: Tape template to wing so it won’t
move during next steps.

Step 111: Tape aileron horn template in
place as shown.

Step 112: With a SHARP knife, cut through
template for servo and hatch locations.

Step 113: Slice through aileron horn template
as shown.  Remove templates and tape..

Step 114: Slice into wing just below surface
as shown

Step 115: Insert servo as shown and glue in
place with CA.  Kick the CA.

Now is a good time to test
the “dihedral” angle.

We like our wings to lie
“flat” on the table or
have a very slight upward
bend in the middle.
Sand center joint to give
desired angle.

This will make a
slot for the servo
mounting tab so
the servo will fit as
shown below

Servo arm should
point towards
wing center.

Repeat for other
wing half
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Step 117: Assemble wing as shown apply-
ing medium CA to center joint.

Step 118: Press wing halves together and
kick the joint

Step 119: Apply medium CA to top center
joint

Step 120: Press the wing halves together
and kick the joint.

Step 121: Lift the hatch and apply glue
behind D1 as shown

Step 122: Spray kicker to the joint through the
hatch and quickly press in place against spar

Step 123: Apply glue to D2 through hole in
front as shown

Step 124: Press D2 in place with screw-
driver through aileron servo hole

Step 116: Gather Parts and tools

Join wing halves, install wing parts

You’ll need : assembled  left and right wing halves
 ruler, marker, medium CA, kicker,
hobby knife, kevlar thread
plastic wrap, screwdriver, hinge
reinforcement strip, scissors,
aileron horns

Only glue the
bottom joint for
now

Take care to preserve
your desired wing
dihedral angle while
pressing the joint
together

Use plastic wrap
around your finger
to protect it from
glue

Spray kicker also
to speed curing of
glue

Step 125: Cut a 10” long shallow slit behind
the hatch in preparation to install kevlar thread

Don’t cut too deep!

Make the slit just
behind the hatch
and in front of the
servos-- 5” each
side of center
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Step 126: Take a 10” piece of kevlar thread,
and push down into the slit as shown

Step 127: Apply CA to the kevlar thread in
the slit and kick it

a phillips
screwdriver is a
good tool to push
the thread down

Step 129: Remove horns and apply medium
CA into slits.

Step 128: Test fit  aileron horns into aileron.
Adjust slits so both horns seat as shown.

Step 130: Reinstall horns as before and kick
the joints with CA accelerator.

Step 135: Press down with a finger covered
in plastic wrap until glue cures.

Step 134: Apply reinforcement to wing top
surface root end centered over hinge as shown

Step 133: Apply medium CA to one side of
reinforcement

Step 131: Pick up wing off the table and
spray kicker to top of joints also.

Step 132: Cut  plastic strip to make four (4)
hinge reinforcements each 1” long

Use plastic wrap under
wing to protect table
from glue.

Wing should lie flat on
the table.

Push horns flush to
table top

do for both aileron
horns

repeat kevlar
installation for top
surface similarly
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Step 136: Install tip reinforcements similarly.
Repeat for other wing half.

Step 138: Slice below the surface similar to
the rudder/elevator servo installation

Step 142: Test fit aileron servo as shown.
Adjust slit as needed.

Step 143: When satisfied, remove boom and
glue servo with medium  CA and kicker

Step 141: If you temporarily insert the boom,
and look down the wing, it will look like this
during the next steps (don’t glue the boom yet!)

Step 140: route the aileron servo wire
through the hole as shown

Step 139: Cut hole in spar to the left of D1
as shown

Step 137: Gather Parts and tools

Mount aileron servo and push rods

You’ll need :  medium CA, kicker, hobby knife,
aileron servo, 0.039” wire, sandpaper
hemostat pliers, wire cutters
boom assembly, needle nose pliers

Step 144: Deburr the ends of the 0.039
wire with sandpaper

Step 145: Make a small bend at the end

long nose pliers are
good for this

Only make one slice
for the rear aileron
servo mounting tab

Don’t let the servo hit
the boom.  (See above
picture)

The rear edge should
cant down slightly.  The
forward servo mounting
tab remains exposed
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Step 155: Insert the boom so the elevator
axle is 14” from wing rear as shown.

Step 147: Use the aileron push rod  tem-
plate to complete the bends

Step 148: Attach the Z Bend to an aileron
control horn

Step 151: Tighten the ez-connector with the
servo centered and the aileron aligned as above

Step 150: Clip the excess wire as shown if
needed.  Leave 1/4” past the connector.
Insert wire through ez connector

Step 149: Align the aileron so it’s straight
with the wing for these next steps

Step 146: Continue to make a small “Z”
bend like this

Install boom and radio controls

You’ll need : ruler, marker, medium CA, kicker,
hobby knife,  assembled wing and boom
radio receiver (RX), Transmitter (TX)
pliers, sandpaper, fiberglass rods,
battery, masking tape

Step 154: Gather parts and tools

Remove center section
here for templates

(pull out and bend the
staples back afterwards)
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Notes on Painting / Finishing:
This plane really comes to life with a simple paint job.  It’s important to minimize weight.  You want to keep any paint

or other finishes less than 5 grams.  The EPP wings and tail parts are impervious to all known paints and solvents, however,
the rear fuse cellfoam pieces may melt with some finishes.  An airbrush is the best way to apply a lightweight finish

. Water based paints like Tamiya acrylic colors are excellent as they are easily airbrushed, you don’t need
special ventilation, and are safe for all the foam parts. Practice on foam scraps until you get the hang of it.

The methods listed here will give an overall weight gain of less than a few grams if performed with care.

Magic Markers:
This is the lightest method.  Use a ruler for long stripes, or make your own templates and trace around them on the

plane.  When filling in large areas, experiment with your marker on scrap foam  first to see how much the overlapping
strokes will show, as different marker types and colors vary.  You can get some nice effects if you follow “airflow”
strokes and keep your overlaps uniform and use long strokes.  The key to a nice finish is planning where the pen starts
and stops, and how much pressure you use to apply the ink.  A new set of markers makes this a lot easier.

SIG / Aircraft Dope (for wing and tail parts -- WILL attack fuselage)
This is by far the lightest of all “paint type” methods -- especially when using an airbrush.  Dope thinner will be

required for airbrushing, and you should only use this if you have proper ventilation.  Work outside, in the garage, or
open two windows on different sides of your workroom.  Modelers have been using dope for many decades, and it is
still gives a very lightweight, extremely fast drying, durable semi-flexible finish (perfect for flexible EPP foam!)

Thin dope to the consistency of milk and use 20-35 PSI depending on your airbrush needle setting and type.  Cut
templates from ordinary typing paper, or use frisket film if you have it handy.  Masking tape can also be used of course.
The best and easiest airbrush techniques use “fading” where you graduate the color application from a feather edge to
a more solid region.  Practice on scraps of foam or paper and then move to the model.

You can use your templates in several ways.   Experiment with lifting the template about 1/8” away from the
surface as you apply the spray.  This is a good way to soften the edges and allows your overspray to mist under giving
stunning depth effects or shading.  You can get any template to stick to the foam by spraying it with contact adhesive.
3M77 may be lightly sprayed on to paper templates in lieu of frisket or more elaborate masks.  Duco and Elmers also
make cheaper adhesive spray alternatives.  For thin or small features of your pattern, stick pins through it to hold it on
the EPP if you don’t want the pattern mask to lift (sometimes you do!)   Again, test on a scrap piece of foam before the
plane.  (get the idea?)  Don’t be afraid to experiment.  It’s easy to fool someone into thinking you’re an artist if you
practice even just a little with an airbrush.

Spray Cans  (for wing and tail parts -- may attack fuselage)
This is a quick and cheap method to get some color on to your plane.  Krylon is good, as are model paints like

Testors or Pactra.  Avoid epoxy paints due to weight.  The best method is to use  a light “fogging” whereby you simply
“wave” the spray can over the plane in two or 3 light passes.  You can graduate 1 or two colors to get some nice
blending effects (example: yellow fades to red, making orange).   A popular method is to simply put a misting of colors
on the tips of the wings and tail.  This takes only a few seconds and really livens up the plane.

Masking templates may also be used, but DO NOT spray thick coats of paint!  When using masks, the best choice
for lettering or patterns are to have them show in white, so you can simply make a pattern out of paper or other
material, lightly spray adhesive to the back side, stick them on the (white) plane and fog a coat of paint over them.
Don’t overdo the paint!  Even a mist coat will show a nice edge when you peel off the template.  Try it and see!

Whichever method you choose, consider doing contrasting patterns for the top and bottom.  The 4D-Lite will swap
ends in the blink of an eye.  You’ll want to make sure you know which side is up!
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Step 160: Apply thin or medium CA to the
boom joints at D1 as shown

Step 159: Apply glue to the wing TE /
boom joint as well

Step 161: feed the radio RX antenna into
the hatch area and out the wing tip

Step 162: Slit the spar as shown and feed
the antenna back up the front cavity

Step 163: Hook up your servos and ESC to
the RX now to be sure it’s correct

Step 156: Align the elevators so they’re
parallel to the wing.

Step 157: It should look like this

lift up hatch as shown
while glue applied

Don’t twist the tail
assembly during  this!

Kick the joint when ready

Not crooked like this!

You can tape the antenna
end to one of the
fiberglass landing gear
(LG) rods and drop it
down through towards
the right wing tip

this slit will lock
the antenna in
place so it won’t
move around.

(you’ll cap this
later with foam
wing tips)

turn on your radio and check to
make sure the controls work each
servo correctly

be careful to plug in your servos
and ESC  with the correct polarity

Step 158: Apply medium CA to front wing/
boom joint.  Let “seep” into D2 then kick

Step 165: Insert the push rod wires into the
ez-connectors and tighten them

Make sure your
servos are centered
like this, and the
tail rudder/elevator
are also centered

Step 164: Tuck away all the wires and
receiver inside the hatch as shown

The speed control
will hang outside
the hatch
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Step 166: Cut the excess push rod wires
about 1/4” past the servo arms as shown

Step 171: Turn over and apply foam safe
CA to wing/former joint as shown.

Step 172: Tape cellfoam bottom sides
together with masking tape (see below)

Step 173: Use 3 pieces of masking tape
where shown.

Step 174: Spread apart the sides as shown.

Step 175: Fit the left side over the push
rods and axle as shown.

Step 167: Gather parts and tools

Step 168: Apply foam safe CA to TOP of
boom as shown

Step 169: Spray kicker to the cellfoam
former

Step 170: Apply former to the glued area with
kicked side to the glue.  Hold while glue cures.

Install cellfoam fuselage

You’ll need : medium foam safe CA, kicker,
scotch tape, masking tape,
cellfoam fuselage parts
assembled wing and boom
battery, velcro

Be very careful
not to get glue
into push rods
and guides!

(bottom sides
have slots for
axles and push
rods)
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Step 176: Use a few pieces of tape to affix
the sides to the former as shown

Step 177: Apply foam safe CA to joints
between tape pieces.  Wipe excess and kick.

Step 178: Apply foam safe CA to rear sides
and boom  as shown.  Spray kicker into joint.

Step 179: Apply foam safe CA to former
joints as shown.

Step 180: Remove tape pieces and apply
glue to the exposed areas.  Wipe and kick.

Step 181: Apply pieces of tape to the top
cellfoam pieces like you did the bottom.

Step 182: Install the top pieces as shown
and tape to bottom assembly.

Step 183: Glue the top joints as you did the
bottom pieces.

Step 184: Glue the side joints similarly.

Step 185: Apply a 1” strip of scotch tape to
reinforce the “peak” as shown.

be careful not to get
glue in the push
rods or axle pivot
points

Reinforce both top
and bottom
“peaks” with
pieces of scotch
tape

sides go over
former and lie
flush with “top”
surface

you may sand
bottom edges to a
slight bevel to
better mate with
bottom sides if
desired.
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Step 186: If you need to adjust the push rods,
move the servos like this for easier access.

Step 188: Spray kicker to the area where
the battery will be mounted..

Step 189: Peel away velcro backing from the
“loop” side and apply medium CA as shown

Step 190: affix the velcro to the wing as
shown and hold till glue cures.

Step 187: Test the fit of the battery where
shown.  This is the best place if it will fit.

Step 191: The battery may also be mounted
on the wing top if needed.

This isn’t necessary
at this point.

We show it now just
in case you were
“wondering” how
to do it later on.

you don’t need
foam safe CA for
this step

this is NOT the
fuzzy side of velcro
-- use the fuzzy
side for the battery

For a tail heavy plane,
you can move the
battery forward on the
wing top LE as shown

Keep this in mind for
later when you balance
the completed plane

We highly
recommend the
Thunder power 3S
730  which will fit
in this location.

Step 192: Peel backing and apply “loop
side” (fuzzy size) of velcro to the battery

Step 193: Gather parts and tools

Install landing gear

You’ll need : ruler, marker, medium CA, kicker,
hobby knife,  wheels, masking tape
kevlar thread, remaining fiberglass rods
sandpaper, L1, L2 plastic pieces,
0.039” wire, wire cutters, battery,
0.039” wire, razor saw, pliers

Step 194: Now tie the 8” fiberglass rod to the
boom with kevlar as shown.

Step 195: Now apply a SMALL DROP of
MEDIUM CA to set the knot and kick it

The position of this is
not critical now.

Masking tape helps
hold the rod in place
while you tie.

Use many loops and
figure eights.

Don’t glue the kevlar
to the boom yet!
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Step 200: Cut a piece of 0.039” wire 10”
long

Step 199: Apply medium CA to the wheels
and wheel hub halves and reassemble

Step 198: Disassemble the wheels

Step 197: Adjust the rod so 4-1/2” pro-
trudes upward as shown

Step 201: Bend a 90 degree angle as shown
in one end only

Step 202: Insert wheels.  Now bend a 90
degree angle on the other end

Step 203: Sharpen one end of each 11” LG
fiberglass rod to a point as shown

Step 204: Tape the two rods together on
the table and to one axle end as shown

Step 205: Wrap the free axle end with
kevlar and tack glue.

You may need to
pull hard at first to
break the glue joint
with the kevlar, but
it should slide
easily after that

long nose pliers
help separate the
wheel hubs

this will be the
wheel axle

Just a few
dabs of glue
is fine for
each part

Note:  In these
pictures, the
fiberglass rods are
shown in black.

Fiberglass may be
supplied either in
white or black

Step 196: Slide the rod back to the LE and
align vertically as shown

don’t  glue yet! see template in
manual center section

carefully
slide the
kevlar
joints, and
don’t let
them come
off the ends
of the rods
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Step 210: Now wrap the legs to the front
vertical glass rod with kevlar and tack glue

Step 209: Push the gear legs into the marks
just deep enough to hold them there

Step 208: Insert the pointy rod ends into L1
and L2 plastic pieces

Step 207: Measure 3-1/8” from the wing
center 2-1/4” from the LE and mark

Step 206: Now tie the other axle joint and
tack glue also.

Step 211: Adjust this rod so it’s 1/8” deep
into the foam and glue it there

Step 212: Move remaining pointy end back or
forth so both wheels are even with the LE

Step 213: Adjust vertical rod to be perpen-
dicular to wing as shown.

Step 214: Now glue the remaining pointy
end.  Don’t  glue L1 or L2 yet

Step 215: Adjust the vertical rod so the
wheels are even with the wing LE as shown

It’s ok if the axle
wire slides around
at this point.

We’ll glue it better
later

Repeat for other
wing half also

This is where the
pointy ends of the
landing gear legs go

You’ll reposition this
joint later

For now just tack glue
it (use one SMALL
drop of glue!)

Be sure the L1 Pad
is still on the rod
before you glue it!

Don’t glue L1 down
yet

Do ONLY this side!

slide any
joints needed
so the rods
won’t bend

only stick the points
into the foam about
1/8”

Don’t glue yet!

carefully slide the
kevlar joints, and
don’t let them come
off the ends of the
rods
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Step 220: Set the plane on the gear and
measure both wing tip heights from table

Step 219: Kick the joint and press down with
your finger in a baggie or plastic wrap

Step 218: Now you can finally glue the L1
and L2 pads to the foam

Step 217: Glue the cross joint also

Step 216: Now apply thin or medium CA to
the vertical rod/boom joint and kick it.

Step 221: Adjust the axle/rod joint up or
down so the wings will sit level

Step 222: Trim the landing gear legs as
needed to clear the wheels

Step 223: When the gear is adjusted so the
wings are level, glue the axle joints and kick

Step 224: Insert the 1/2” torque pin into the
boom which was saved from before.

Step 225: Now wrap kevlar thread from the
wing LE to the Boom tip in a spiral

Be careful not to let
the knot joint slip off
the end of the rod!

a razor saw is best
for this

Medium CA is best
here so you won’t get
glue in the wheel

see next step for
finished view
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Step 232: Gather parts and tools

Step 233: Mark the balsa stick 2” from one
end

Step 234: Cut the stick at this mark

Step 235: Mark and punch a center on one
end as shown

Step 231: Sand the joints perfectly even
with the surface as desired

Step 230: Glue the end caps to the wing tips
with medium CA and kick the glue joints

Step 229: Cut around the outlines with a
sharp hobby knife

Step 228: Trace around the wing tip onto a
piece of scrap foam as shown

Make wing tip
“caps” for
both wing tips

Make motor mount and install

You’ll need : ruler, marker,  hobby knife,
razor saw, motor, prop,
prop mounting hardware
3/8” sq balsa stick
0.039” wire, pliers, screwdrivers
1/4” drill, 1/16” drill, scotch tape

You should already
have pre-made motor
mounts in this kit, but
these steps show you
how to make your
own if you need more

repeat for other wing tip

Step 227: Gather parts and tools

Make and install foam wing tips (optional)

You’ll need : medium CA, kicker,
hobby knife,  foam sheet scraps

Step 226: Glue the thread in place with thin
or medium CA

try to keep the thread
spiral tight and neat

trim the left over
thread with a knife
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Step 240: Bend a very small hook in the
remaining piece of 0.039” wire as shown

Step 239: Gather the motor parts and prop.

Step 238: Now cut a 1/2” deep slot as
shown on the end with the hole

Step 237: Enlarge the pilot hole.  A #3 to
 7/32” drill will work.  Test fit over the boom

Step 236: Drill a pilot hole in the stick.  Try
to make the hole straight into the block

Step 241: Bend the other end of the wire
into a loop and twist around itself

Step 242: Remove the GWS motor spur
gear.

Step 243: Drill two 1/4” holes in the spur
gear as shown

Step 244: Use the APC prop insert that fits
around the spur gear hub as shown

Step 245: Here’s a shot of the prop
mounted on the spur gear

Drill the hole
at least 1”
deep.  Actual
depth not
critical

Test fit on the boom
again.  The slot should
slip over the pin and the
hole should be deep
enough so the pin goes
to the end of the slot

two screwdrivers
make it easy to
pry the gear off
the spline on the
shaft

deluxe GWS motor
kit parts shown here

If you have a
different motor, then
adapt for your
particular
installation

If you have the Himax
outrunner motor
combo, you can skip
to step 259
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Step 250: Pull the O ring out and maneuver
the snap ring through it while pulling

Step 249: Now use the Hook tool to pull
the O ring through the other hole as shown

Step 248: Use the “hook tool” to pull the O
ring tight against the snap ring

Step 247: Slide the snap ring through the O
ring and get ready to pull the O ring

Step 246: Stick the “hook tool” through a
hole and grab the rubber O ring as shown

Step 251: Use pliers to center the snap ring
as shown.

Step 252: Place two 3mm washers on the
prop shaft

Step 253: Push the prop/spur gear assembly
down against the washers

Step 254: Place 0.030” clear plastic washer,
3mm washer and 3mm lock nut on the shaft

Step 255: Tighten lock nut until the plastic
washer just starts to flex against the O ring..

This can be
tricky, but if you
anchor the hook
tool to
something, you
can  position the
snap ring easier

The washer was
made earlier
with the ribs and
control horns
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Step 260: Slide the balsa mount in so the
slot is up as shown

Step 259: Test fit the balsa mount into the
square socket and apply tape for a good fit

Step 258: Slip on the motor heat sink as
shown.

Step 257: Drill a 1/16” hole into side of the
mount as shown

Step 256: Trim 1/8” off the rubber spinner
flanges as shown and push it on the shaft

Step 261: Screw the #2 sheet metal screw
into the hole as shown

Step 262: Slide the balsa mount onto the
boom as shown

Step 263: Apply zip tie around the balsa mount
BEHIND the pin. Trim long as shown

Step 264: Another view showing the zip tie
behind the pin

Step 265: Plug in the motor connector to the
ESC plug.  Make sure it’s not backwards!

This stops the
rubber from
getting pushed
into the spur gear
and binding the
pinion

Examine your motor to
see if you have any
Right (or left) thrust.

If you have LEFT
thrust, flip balsa mount
around 180 degrees to
give right thrust

Note, after crashing a
few times, if your
balsa mount gets
“sloppy” you can
extend its life by
pulling the zip tie a bit
more, and/or adding
another zip tie

If using a brushless
motor,  switching any
two of the 3 motor
leads will reverse its
direction.
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Step 267: Label the foam parts like the
diagram below.

Step 268: Free the foam parts by cutting the
small foam “trees” apart with a hobby knife

Step 269: Cut the vertical rod above the
boom as shown.  Save the remaining piece!

Step 270: Cut the piece into thirds  Insert one
of them into the wing spar as shown.

Step 271: Glue in place as shown.

Refer to the diagram at
the bottom of this page.

These labels will be on
the “inside” of the cowl
so they  shouldn’t show
when assembled

Step 266: Gather parts and tools

Make and Install Foam Cowl

You’ll need : pre-cut cowl parts sheet,
hobby knife, medium CA, kicker,
razor saw, sandpaper, marker
motor assembly, rubber band

Use the leftover piece
from above

Sharpen 1 end of  this
piece to insert it into
the wing easier.

Save the other 2 thirds
for later.

The piece should
angle towards the
rear.  You will use
this as a “hook” for
a rubber band to
hold on the cowl (see
step 305)
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Step 272: Fit one of the cowl sides around
wing and mark location of rod as shown

Step 273: Align the other cowl cheek to the
marked one as shown

Step 274: Apply glue between top edges of
the cowl as shown.  Kick the joint.

Step 275: Apply glue between the bottom
edges of the cowl as shown.  Kick the joint

Step 276: Spray kicker to the inside cowl
cheeks where TF1 will go.

Step 277: Apply glue to TF1 and insert into
cowl as shown

Step 278: Glue BF1 in place similarly

Mark only at bottom
edge where the rod
meets the cowl right
side.

Keep this mark visible
on the right side in the
next steps.

Refer to the
“Cowl Layout”
diagram in the
center of this
manual to see
how the
triangles fit
together

Refer to the
“Cowl Layout”
diagram in the
center of this
manual to see
TF1 layout (top
edge)

Refer to the
“Cowl Layout”
diagram in the
center of this
manual to see
BF1 layout
(bottom edge)

Step 279: BF1 shown glued in place.

Step 280: Spray kicker inside where
triangle part “TF2” will be

Step 281: Apply glue to TF2

Refer to the
“Cowl Layout”
diagram in the
center of this
manual to see
part “TF2”
location

kick one side and
apply glue to the
other
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Step 282: Glue in place.

Step 283: Glue TF3 in place similarly

Step 284: Glue TF 4 in same manner

Step 285: TF 4 shown installed.

Step 286: Cut a V notch in TF4, TF3 as
shown.

Step 287: Cut a chamfer in the cowl where
it meets the wing.

Step 288: Glue BF2 in place.

Note “step”
along side edges
which will “key”
into cellfoam rear
fuselage.

TF

Try not to remove
the outside edge.

This chamfer will
allow the cowl to
seat better on the
wing. at the correct
angle.

Step 289: Glue BF3 in place

Step 290: Slice the cowl right side as shown
to the mark you made in step 272

Step 291: Grind or file a shallow “keyhole”
into the bottom as shown.

This allows the
vertical rod to
seat better in the
cowl

Slice should be forward
of and parallel to BF2

The left side is like a
“hinge” to allow it to
swing open for removal
and battery mounting
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Step 295: Mount the motor to the boom.

Step 296: Slide the cowl into position.
Trim/adjust foam as needed for a good fit.

Step 297: Slide the top of the cowl into the
cellfoam fuselage rear.

Step 298: Check the bottom fit again when
the top is in place.  Adjust/trim as needed.

Step 299: Mark the cowl top even with the
cellfoam rear portion.

Step 300: Sand the cowl to the mark if
needed.

Step 301: Sand all corners and surfaces as
desired.

40 grit
sandpaper on a
sanding block  is
best for this

Step 292: Measure 5/8” from each side of
the boom and mark as shown.

Step 293: Spray kicker to the marked
areas.

Step 294: Glue the TX1 and TX1 pieces to
the wing front as shown.
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Step 303: Glue and press a small piece of
scotch tape into the key notch as shown.

Step 304: Glue one of the remaining small
rods to the fuse bottom as shown.

Step 306: Install the cowl so it fits snugly in
place.

Step 307: Mark cowl if and where the
motor touches it.

Step 308: Trim away foam as needed to
clear motor.

Step 309: Cut a small notch in cowl as
shown.

Step 310: Catch the rubber band with the
remaining small rod as shown.

Step 311: Glue one end of the rod to the
cowl as shown to keep it from getting lost.

Step 305: Test fit the motor and rubber
band as shown.

This is how the cowl
will retained

The rubber band holds
it back.  We hook it on
the motor now so we
can easily stretch and
reach it

Step 302: File or cut a small notch into cowl
bottom as shown.

This will help to
“key” the
fuselage with the
pin you’ll install
in the next steps.

Use a pencil to
push the tape into
the notch so it
will be firmly
glued down

Bottom notch
shown on its “key”

Unhook the rubber
band from the motor
now.

It now will pull the
cowl back ward to
help it stay in place.
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CG Location:
The recommended center of gravity (CG) starting point is 4-3/4” from the LE with the battery installed.  To move the

CG position forward, reposition  the battery by moving or gluing new velcro pads to the wing front top side.    You may
wish to cut an access hatch in the cowl for ease in battery removal for charging. To move the CG position rearward,  add
a small weight to the tail section of the plane.  A nickel or dime can be taped to the cellfoam.  Adjust as desired.

A good test for an aerobatic CG position is to fly the plane upright and trim the elevator for level flight.  Then fly
inverted and see if any down elevator is needed to maintain level flight.  Note: Be sue to do this test with a “fresh”
balsa stick mount.  After a few crashes it may get wobbly or sloppy and effect your thrust line, which needs to be stable
for this test.  If the plane also flys level inverted with very little down elevator, the CG is good for 3D.  We find that 5”
or slightly rearward gives a “neutral” plane for 3D aerobatics.  The farther back your CG moves, the more “twitchy” your
elevator will get.  It helps to run about 50% expo on elevator with 3D throws and a rearward CG.  Adjust to your tastes.
Also, you may wish to check and adjust lateral balance.  It should be very close to neutral if built as shown.

For hints on flying 3D maneuvers, consult our web site:  http://www.tufflight.com/4d_faq.html#starter

Notes on Lithium Polymer (LiPo) Battery Use:
Firstly, charge Lipos using ONLY lithium compatible chargers according to the manufacturer’s specs.
Secondly: Do NOT drain the batteries to the point where the plane will no longer fly.  Lithium batteries WILL

be damaged if they are drained too much.  We have not found an electronic speed control (ESC) that lets us maximize our
battery run time for all expected current loads.  Battery voltage always depresses under load, and this can prematurely trip
the ESC during hard maneuvers.  The ESC simply cannot tell when you are in a transient “burst mode” (stressing your
batteries slightly beyond what they normally expect) and therefore will cut power to your motor often when you want it
most.   If you land, you’ll find the power immediately returns after a “burst” which trips the ESC cutoff.  Fortunately, the
ESC’s we recommend (Castle Creations Phoenix 10, or Blue Bird 10A) have default cutoff voltages low enough to never
engage under normal aerobatic loads, but you cannot trust them to warn you when the batteries are really low.

Therefore, we recommend simply flying until there is a “noticeable” decrease in power.  For the GWS 350 or Himax
2808-1160 motors, this will happen in about 7 -10 minutes with a 3 cell Thunder Power 730 mAH battery.  You will get
less time using a 2 cell pack, assuming you fly in the same manner.  We have over 2 years of experience in using Lipos this
way, and have yet to ruin a battery by over-draining them.

ESC Notes:
If using the Phoenix 10 on 3 cells, mount it externally to aid cooling. It will thank you!
If using the Blue Bird SDC-10AN,  before each flight, hold the plane and advance the throttle to full speed.  This

calibrates the speed control for your full range.  The ESC will NOT self calibrate in the air!  Try it and see.

Notes on Crashing and Repairs:
You should be able to fix foam damage with a bottle of medium CA and spray bottle of CA accelerator .  Damage

to the rods may be repaired using splints and kevlar wraps with CA/kicker. The balsa motor mount is sacrificial, and
can easily be replaced in  few minutes.  It breaks instead of your motor parts.

Have Fun!
Remember, weight is the enemy, so keep repairs light!  CA and kicker are your friends.  If there's one thing we've

learned, it's amazing how much cosmetic damage can be "ignored" when a friend shows up to fly.
We want you to have fun exploring the limits, but please do so safely. You may consider joining this SIG:

The Profile Brotherhood : http://www.theprofilebrotherhood.com
  This organization is dedicated to the promotion of exciting flying, while keeping it safe and fun for all.

We welcome any feedback you may have on this or other TufFlight products.
Please feel free to contact us via our website : www.tufflight.com

take care and enjoy!
Mark & Joe
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Also look for these from TufFlight:
Glo Fuel Powered Sport :

The 4D:
The perfect glo fuel .46 size 3D practice plane.  Learn all 3D moves low to the ground without

fear of crashing.  Durable EPP wings and machined plastic fuselage, with durable corplast full flying
tail feathers.  Light 4.5 lb flying weight puts it at the top of it’s size class compared to most other
“3D” ARFs and kits..

The Enduro 40:
Unbelievably maneuverable and durable .40 size glo fuel power aerobat.  Rugged landing

gear and huge rudder/side area allowing amazing knife edge maneuvers and spins.
Introduced the "Rotolanding" to R/C - a flat spin to touchdown, with immediate takeoff

capability!  (Enduro with snow skis shown at right)

Snow Skis (4D and Enduro):
The fun doesn't need to end just because there's snow on the ground!  You can perform

many "dune buggy" type moves in the snow.
Extremely rugged, these skis may be easily mounted or removed for

wheel installation in minutes.  Assembly time roughly 30 minutes.

R/C Combat :

The Predator:
Our first kit, and still a popular choice for sport or combat flying.

New improved Version 6.0 is very durable and aerobatic. Simplified
construction with all new instructions (like this manual).  Removable fin for
easy storage, maintenance and transport.  At 48” span and under 2.5 lbs,
it’s a fast and agile “fly at a moment’s notice” plane.

The Panther:
State of the art in Open B and Slow Survivable (SSC) class combat.  Unbelievably maneuverable and durable.  60

inch span for great streamer catching and turning.  For 15 - 30 size glo fuel engines.

Simple to build, and fun to fly, the TufFlight Stingray is the
perfect size to take with you to any park at lunchtime for thrills,
yet durable EPP airframe lets you survive “spills.”

Super light airframe with greater than 1/1 thrust/weight ratio
means easy takeoffs, and fun flying traits.

No propeller to break or accidently hit.  Perfect to get a
bunch of friends together to practice formation or night flying.


